
Official Start of Hurricane Season Has Officially Begun!

The official start of the Atlantic hurricane season begins today, June 1st.. Would
you believe, it looks like the first named tropical storm/hurricane in the Atlantic
could spin up today/Thursday in the southern part of the Gulf of Mexico! This storm
is expected to come from the remnants of Hurricane Agatha in the Eastern Pacific
that made landfall in Mexico Monday night.

If it reforms in the Atlantic, the year’s first Atlantic Tropical Storm will be named
Alex. Forecasters say the storm will likely hit toward the end of the week, bringing
heavy rains to the state of Florida. They’re not, however, expecting this to
become a major storm, as upper-level winds over the Gulf of Mexico are
expected to limit its intensity.

This storm and all others throughout the 2022 hurricane season can be tracked at
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/.

Above Average Hurricane Season Forecasted From NOAA
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Forecasters at NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center, a division of the National
Weather Service, are predicting above-average hurricane activity this year. NOAA’s
outlook for the 2022 Atlantic hurricane season predicts a 65% chance of an above-
normal season, a 25% chance of a near-normal season and a 10% chance of a
below-normal season.

For the 2022 hurricane season, NOAA is forecasting a likely range of 14 to 21
named storms (winds of 39 mph or higher), of which 6 to 10 could become
hurricanes (winds of 74 mph or higher), including 3 to 6 major hurricanes (category
3, 4 or 5; with winds of 111 mph or higher). NOAA provides these ranges with a
70% confidence.



Local Emergency Responders Encouraging Residents
to Stock Up on Supplies

With Florida's 2022 Disaster Preparedness Sales Tax Holiday beginning this
past Saturday, local emergency responders are encouraging residents to stock
up. Experts say you should get seven days’ worth of supplies ahead of hurricane
season. Right after a storm hits, you may have to wait for emergency crews to get
to residents with trees down and debris on the road. You want to make sure you
have all of those supplies with you to hunker down after the storm until help can
arrive to you
 
Being better prepared, having your plans in place and getting those supplies
stocked ahead of time, is going to help drive down your stress in the already
stressful environment that arises when a hurricane is happening.
 
With the supply chain shortages continuing, you are running the risk of supplies not
being available if you wait until the last minute. You don’t want to be down to the
wire scrambling for supplies as you run all of over town from store to store. Plus,
with us all feeling the effects of inflation, especially at the gas pump, this is an
opportunity that gives you a few days to take advantage of the tax break savings.
 
Qualifying items include flashlights, generators, and batteries. This year, pet
supplies like certain carriers are also included. The holiday will go until June 10th.
A complete list of tax free items as well as a copy of the disaster planning supply
check list can be downloaded using the buttons below.. 

Tax Free Items Supply Check
List

More e-blasts with important updates from the Master Disaster Planning Committee
will be coming throughout the 2022 hurricane season. All e-blasts, helpful
resources and other important information will also be available on kpmaster.com.



Help your friends and neighbors stay up to date and informed by
sharing how they can sign up for Master Association
Communications:

Click the Email Sign Up Banner on the home page of our website at
www.kpmaster.com or scan the QR Code below.
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